A D V A N C E C O P Y -N O T F I N A L V E R S I O N
Overlapping PCR is widely employed by researchers in diverse experimental designs (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Although numerous primer design tools are available that provide automated design features for traditional PCR, there is no single web tool that provides automated design for diverse overlapping PCR applications. Here I present such a tool, called STITCHER ( Figure 1 ). STITCHER is freely available online at http://ohalloranlab.net/STITCHER.html. It can handle both single sequence and multi-sequence input provided in FASTA format. The upper and lower primer lengths, 5´ and 3´ search areas, percentage GC, and primer Tm are all set by the user. Primer Tm is calculated using nearest neighbor thermodynamic calculations as described previously (9) . Each parameter contains a default setting on STITCHER's homepage so as to provide a guide for researchers new to primer design; however, all settings can (and should) be changed by the user to meet specific requirements. The addition of a GC clamp to primers and the stringency level of primer selfcomplementarity are also defined by the user. Unlike other platforms that do not take into account overlapping fragments, STITCHER incorporates the overlap fragment when examining primer self-complementarity. When searching the user defined search areas, STITCHER moves along in increments defined by the user. Although the default increment is 2 bp, the forward and reverse increments can be modified independently to facilitate specific applications such as nested PCR, loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP), or primer walking experiments ( Figure 1 ). By default, STITCHER also excludes repetitive sequences from primer design; however the user may de-select this exclusion. A repetitive sequence is defined as a stretch of more than four identical base pairs in a row (e.g., AAAAA or GGGGG), or more than three repetitive dinucleotide repeats (e.g., ATATATAT or GCGCGCGC).
Overlapping PCR is often used to generate transcriptional and translational fluorophore reporters. To facilitate this application, STITCHER includes a drop-down selection of pre-defined overlapping fragments for commonly used fluorescent proteins (see Supplementary Table S1 ) and also a widely used Caenorhabditis elegans specific overlap called "GFP_C_elegans" (1, 10) . Within the same drop-down menu is a list of adapters commonly used for Illumina (San Diego, CA) sequencing projects (Supplementary Table S1 ). Users may also want to design primers with a specific overlap to their DNA sequence of interest. This can be achieved by inputting any sequence into the user-defined overlap text-box for STITCHER: A web resource for high-throughput design of primers for overlapping PCR applications
Overlapping PCR is routinely used in a wide number of molecular applications. These include stitching PCR fragments together, generating fluorescent transcriptional and translational fusions, inserting mutations, making deletions, and PCR cloning. Overlapping PCR is also used for genotyping by traditional PCR techniques and in detection experiments using techniques such as loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP). STITCHER is a web tool providing a central resource for researchers conducting all types of overlapping PCR experiments with an intuitive interface for automated primer design that's fast, easy to use, and freely available online (http://ohalloranlab.net/STITCHER.html). STITCHER can handle both single sequence and multi-sequence input, and specific features facilitate numerous other PCR applications, including assembly PCR, adapter PCR, and primer walking. Field PCR, and in particular, LAMP, offers promise as an on site tool for pathogen detection in underdeveloped areas, and STITCHER includes off-target detection features for pathogens commonly targeted using LAMP technology.
Benchmarks

METHOD SUMMARY
Here I present STITCHER, an intuitive web based resource that automates primer design for overlapping PCR applications.
Vol. 58 | No. 6 | 2015 the reverse overlap (e.g., to generate a translational fusion to a specific gene) or for both the reverse and forward overlap (e.g., for assembly PCR or LAMP applications). Overlapping PCR can also be used to delete segments of DNA (2) . For this application, the user will have a specific area in mind for deletion, so using 5´ and 3´ search areas will not make sense. Instead, if the user selects the deletion mutation feature, the values entered in the 5´ and 3´ search area textboxes will be used to generate a single primer pair that starts from the base pair entered (Figure 2) . Furthermore, by selecting the deletion mutation feature, the forward primer will automatically contain a reverse complement overlap at its 5´ end matching the reverse primer's overlapping segment. Thus the user only needs to enter an overlap sequence for the reverse primer overlap and not the forward primer overlap. Once a primer pair of interest is selected using the features outlined above, they can then be screened for cross complementarity and off-target hits by clicking on the link to these tools in STITCHER's navigation menu at the top of each page (Figure 2) . The cross complementarity tool allows the user to input forward and reverse primers and calculate the free energy, DG°(kj/mol), of DNA duplexes using the formula:
where enthalpic (DH°) and entropic (DS° )parameters are as described in (11). The DG value is then normalized by the ratio of total duplex matches to primer length (N). The cross complementarity tool will return a warning if significant complementarity exists between each primer, with significance tuned based upon Primer3Plus (12) complementarity values from 100 randomly generated primer pairs. The off-target detection tool allows the user to input each primer and Klebsiella pneumonia. These specific species were selected based upon their use in diagnostic PCR assays using overlapping PCR approaches (4, 6, (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) .
In designing STITCHER, one of the goals was to help researchers automate the process of primer design for pathogen detection using overlapping PCR applications. To support this goal, extra species can be added to STITCHER's off-target detection tool based on user feedback. Users can enter their species of interest and their e-mail address into the text boxes on the of f-target detection page, and the genome for that species will be added to STITCHER's off-target detection feature, making STITCHER an interactive and dynamic resource for researchers performing diverse PCR applications. (Users that request a genome to be added to STITCHER's off-target detection feature will receive an e-mail from STITCHER to which they will need to reply in order to validate all requests.) Inste ad of s e a rc h in g l o c a ll y, researchers can also search for of f-target matches to their primer sequence of interest by remotely accessing the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) nucleotide database using the blast-off tool. Output from blast-off is printed to the browser. STITCHER also includes a tool called fetch that will return sequences from NCBI using Entrez Programming Utilities [www.ncbi.nlm. nih.gov/ books/NBK25501/]. To use fetch, the user inputs one or more accession numbers into the text-box, and after pushing "submit," the program returns the nucleotide sequences in STITCHER: a web-based resource to generate primers for overlapping PCR applications from datasets of any size Figure S1 and Supplementary Table  S2 for primer sequences, and Supplementary Figure S2 for an overview of the STITCHER process).
STITCHER's main advantage is that it offers an intuitive platform simply requiring a web browser and internet connection, instead of being command line driven and relying on dependencies. To my knowledge, STITCHER represents the first web-based resource for diverse overlapping PCR applications. The utility of this resource is that it automates the primer design process for single-or multi-sequence input, thus facilitating high throughput approaches for various overlapping PCR experiments to address biological questions in diverse fields.
